
Pro

Learning

Develop Talent

Knowledge sharing and skill 
development is essential to your people’s 

success. Pro Learning delivers an 
engaging learning experience, resulting 
in a better supported and more satisfied 

workforce. 

Enjoyable, Convenient  Learning 

With Pro Learning, you can provide 
employees with consumable, on-demand 

content, social and collaborative tools, 
and complete mobile access to meet the 

expectations of learners today.

Tailored Learning Academy

Pro Learning enables you to quickly 
deploy a training academy with your 

organization’s distinctive branding, and 
easily configure the solution to meet your 

unique business needs.

Make learning the part of work that employees most look forward to, with a compelling digital, consumer-grade learning 
management system that’s easy to navigate and tailor to individual needs. UKG Pro™ Learning (formerly UltiPro® Learning) is a 
modern, flexible solution that delivers consumable, on-demand content, when and where it’s convenient for the learner.

Build a culture of continuous learning and 

development with a modern, flexible platform.
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Create Your Own Learning Academy

• Create a branded training academy tailored to your organization 

• Highlight activities that are most important, by configuring the Academy 
homepage

• Leverage a flexible organizational structure to assign access or materials 
and courses 

• Develop new content, convert existing content to online courses, or add 
third-party content to your academy

• Configure search and tagging options to make content easy to find

• Track employee progress with a powerful reporting dashboard

• Measure knowledge retention and track compliance scores to gain real-time 
insight via dash-boards 

• Configure notifications to ensure compliance deadlines are met 

• Test and validate processes prior to go-live 

Shift From Training Employees To Developing Talent

• Provide development tools and learning content at any time online or via 
the mobile app

• Release learning content in easily consumable segments and assign courses 
and curricula in an person’s preferred language

• Set up live, in-person training sessions and provide a map of the location 

• Facilitate knowledge sharing among team members 

• Build learning communities through which tailored content can be 
delivered to certain groups

• Promote training rewards such as online badges and certifications

Key benefits

For HR and Talent Leaders

Build the right learning strategy for 
your organization, while reaching your 
people in the most effective way.

Rapidly deploy learning programs and 
course structures that easily expand 
across multiple teams, business units, 
and locations.

Enable remote training sessions 
through integrations with Zoom, Webex, 
and GoToTraining.

Support external learners with 
applicable training opportunities.

Create tailored reports to view and 
analyze training performance, based on 
specific parameters.

For Employees

Promote community building and social 
interaction among your people.

Deliver courses and notifications for 
assignments, announcements, and 
more to employees via the mobile app 
for iOS and Android.

Enable employees to follow their 
own progress or that of team 
members through social tools such 
as communities, leaderboards, and 
newsfeeds.


